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On Capabilities and Limitations
of Current Fast Neutron Flux
Monitoring Instrumentation for
the Demo LFR ALFRED
Among GEN IV projects for future nuclear power plants, lead-cooled fast reactors (LFRs)
seem to be a very interesting solution due to their benefits in terms of fuel cycle, coolant
safety, and waste management. The novelty of this matter causes some open issues about
coolant chemical aspects, structural aspects, monitoring instrumentation, etc. Particularly,
hard neutron flux spectra would make traditional neutron instrumentation unfit to all re-
actor conditions, i.e., source, intermediate, and power range. Identification of new models
of nuclear instrumentation specialized for LFR neutron flux monitoring asks for an accu-
rate evaluation of the environment the sensor will work in. In this study, thermal hydraulics
and chemical conditions for the LFR core environment will be assumed, as the neutron flux
will be studied extensively by the Monte Carlo transport code MCNPX (Monte Carlo
N-Particles X-version). The core coolant’s high temperature drastically reduces the
candidate instrumentation because only some kinds of fission chambers and self-powered
neutron detectors can be operated in such an environment. This work aims at evaluating the
capabilities of the available instrumentation (usually designed and tailored for sodium-
cooled fast reactors) when exposed to the neutron spectrum derived from the Advanced
Lead Fast Reactor European Demonstrator, a pool-type LFR project to demonstrate
the feasibility of this technology into the European framework. This paper shows that such
a class of instrumentation does follow the power evolution, but is not completely suitable to
detect the whole range of reactor power, due to excessive burnup, damages, or gamma
interferences. Some improvements are possible to increase the signal-to-noise ratio by
optimizing each instrument in the range of reactor power, so to get the best solution.
The design of some new detectors is proposed here together with a possible approach for
prototyping and testing them by a fast reactor. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4033697]

1 Introduction
Nowadays, the fast reactor R&D domain has known important

improvements, due mainly to the goals proposed by the GEN IV
International Forum [1,2].

Among the proposed solutions, lead-cooled fast reactors (LFRs)
have recently gained a position despite the fact that the main draw-
back about this coolant, i.e., its chemical compatibility with mate-
rials, has not yet been solved. Experiments with Pb coolant started
in the 1960s in the United States, but they were abandoned soon. In
parallel, the Soviet Union developed some land prototypes oriented
to conceive a small LFR for marine propulsion. The Soviet Union’s
experience with lead–bismuth eutectic (LBE, not pure lead) was
successful compared with the Americans’: the last LFR propelled
submarine was dismissed in 1996, after some tens of years of
proper duty. However, both countries acknowledged the corrosion
processes and chemical compatibility with materials as the main
limitation for this technology [3].

Today, R&D in Materials Science makes the lead-coolant attrac-
tive once again for critical (power reactor) and subcritical applica-
tions [accelerator-driven system (ADS)], due to some advantages
with safety, if compared with sodium. As a consequence, in the last
decade, lead applications for fast reactors experienced a boost.

Inside the European framework, ongoing LFR projects are the
Multi-purpose hYbrid Research Reactor for High-tech Applications
(MYRRHA) and Advanced Lead Fast Reactor European Demon-
strator (ALFRED), the first being a subcritical demonstrator for

an ADS-type plant (whose operability will confirm the possibility
to close the uranium fuel cycle by burning all the long-lived
actinides), and the second being a medium-power demonstrator
reactor for electricity production [4,5]. Currently, MYRRHA is
the European pilot plant for the lead technology.

Considering that the sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR) technol-
ogy can count on decades of reactor years operation, LFR technol-
ogy appears today not much investigated as it would deserve.

On the basis of a previous work presented by the authors [6], this
paper focuses on I&C issues regarding the demonstrator ALFRED,
aiming at showing that the reference neutron instrumentation
currently available for SFRs may not be completely suitable when
transferred to LFRs. Compared with [7], this work benefits
from updated calculations on the ALFRED simulation model,
showing new considerations about the applicability of the analyzed
instrumentation.

2 Methodology
Choosing the best detector for monitoring a certain physical quan-

tity requires the determination of the environmental conditions to be
monitored because some external constraints can limit the sensor
functioning or its applicability. Moreover, after the verification of
the sensor usability, its performances should be verified as well: Un-
expected variation can be produced by external conditions different
from a standard/reference point, e.g., a pressure sensor output can be
affected by the temperature of the environment in which it is installed.

Neutron flux monitoring instrumentation performances are usu-
ally tested in the factory by thermal neutrons while fast response is
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never evaluated. This is due to the fact that in a light-water reactor—
the most widespread type of reactor in the world—sensors monitor
most of all thermal neutrons in every position they are placed,
because the variation of sensor positioning significantly affects
the magnitude of the neutron flux but does not affect the energy
distribution of neutrons.

Fast reactors behave quite differently. The averaged energy of
the neutron spectrum significantly varies when moving from the
center to the edge of the core. It means that the detector sensitivity
varies substantially with positioning because the spectrum-averaged
cross-section of the reaction it uses for counting neutrons is no
longer constant. In other words, detector performances into a fast
reactor environment are practically unknown because different
neutron energy spectra lead to detecting capability strongly related
to the positioning.

The selection of the correct LFR instrumentation for neutron
flux monitoring requires: (1) the identification of sensors robust
enough to resist the reactor core thermal-hydraulic conditions,
(2) the “actualization” of their performances to the particular LFR
neutron environment, and (3) the evaluation of external constraints
that may reduce the counter applicability or lifetime.

The so-called actualization has been here realized by the Monte
Carlo transport code MCNPX [8], with the mathematical procedure
shown below.

A neutron detector response, R (count per second or current), is
proportional to the cross-section of the involved reaction i weighted
by the energy spectrum of neutrons that hit the sensor (1). The more
the cross-section varies with the energy, the more the detector sen-
sitivity can change significantly with the spectrum variation. Refer-
ring to Eq. (1), the local value σ̄ið→ rÞ provides information about
detector sensitivity in position→ r, while its multiplication by local
flux φðE;→ rÞ gives the local response Rð→ rÞ of the instrument

Rð→ rÞα
Z

σiðEÞφðE;→ rÞdE ¼ σ̄ið→ rÞ
Z

φðE;→ rÞdE ð1Þ

Rfastð→ rÞασ̄ið→ rÞjfast
Z

pð→ rÞψðEÞjfastdE

Rthermalð→ rÞασ̄ið→ rÞjthermal

Z
pð→ rÞψðEÞjthermaldE ð2Þ

ESCFð→ rÞ ¼ σ̄ið→ rÞjfast
σ̄ið→ rÞjthermal

≡ σ̄ið→ rÞjfast
σ̄ijthermal

ð3Þ

Sð→ rÞjfast ¼ ESCFð→ rÞ · Sjthermal ð4Þ

MCNPX, with its proper utilities called “tallies,” can calculate
σ̄ið→ rÞ values in (1) with no difficulties. Varying the shape factor
ψðEÞ of the neutron flux φðE;→ rÞ ¼ pð→ rÞψðEÞ, e.g., once with
fast neutron flux, once with thermal neutron flux, it is possible to
calculate the theoretical fast and thermal responses, respectively.

Focusing on energy-averaged cross-sections σ̄ið→ rÞjfast and
σ̄ið→ rÞjthermal, it is possible to calculate the energy spectrum
correction factor ESCFð→ rÞ (3), which is useful for actualizing
the performances given by the technical specifications of the detec-
tor (rated by thermal neutrons) to the current application. Because
σ̄ið→ rÞjthermal refers to the factory instrument testing with thermal
neutron, it does not depend on reactor position → r; therefore, we
can indicate it as σ̄ijthermal. This value has been calculated with a
single MCNPX run with the Maxwell–Boltzmann neutron energy
spectrum corresponding to T ¼ 293 K.

For the fast neutron spectra, multiple calculations of σ̄ið→ rÞjfast
have been conducted for each reactor position suitable for installing
the detector. So, a set of ESCFð→ rÞ corrections has been
evaluated, a single value for each studied location (3). Then, the
fast sensitivity of the instrument has been updated, retrieving
Sð→ rÞjfast values related to reactor position → r (4).

Section 5 shows the results of the methodology applied to
ALFRED.

Once the correct sensitivity has been calculated, the process of
instrumentation selection for a certain position needs to evaluate
other parameters, such as the usable lifetime of the detector or
the interferences it may experience.

First of all, lifetime can be calculated as the acceptable “aging”
of the sensitive volume of the counter, i.e., when a certain maximum
burnup value has been achieved. It must be noted, however, that this
duration could be theoretical because other constraints may shorten
the detector lifetime, e.g., the achievement of the gamma dose limit
as advised by the manufacturer.

According to the analyzed detector, the causes that may limit the
detector workability should be evaluated by the operator. With a
deep knowledge of the matter, he selects the constraints that
the counter has not to overcome; then, he can foresee the effective
instrument’s lifetime.

To make the selection process successful, it is strongly recom-
mended to match the theoretical considerations with the experimen-
tal tests, step by step. It is not infrequent that the real tests lead to the
discovery of unconsidered aspects that may cause unexpected
variations from the expected results.

3 Reference LFR and Simulation Model
The LFR demonstrator called ALFRED has been proposed in the

context of the LEADER Project (Lead-cooled European Advanced
DEmonstration Reactor, 2010–2013). Its goal is to demonstrate the
feasibility of LFR power reactors and to acquire experience for future
larger plants like the European Lead Fast Reactor Project.

ALFRED is a 300 MWth pool-type fast reactor cooled by pure
lead, fueled with uranium and plutonium mixed oxides, and oper-
ating at core temperatures of 400–480°C in–out with 550°C the
hottest cladding temperature.

The core is composed of 171 fuel assemblies with two fuel
zones, 12 control rods (CRs), 4 safety rods (SRs), and 108
reflector elements in the dummy belt.

The CRs’ shutdown system is based on the buoyancy effect with
rods inserting from the bottom of the core; SRs’ shutdown system’s
rods pneumatically penetrate the core from the top.

The secondary circuit operates with water/superheated steam at
18Eþ 6 Pa, removing heat from the reactor pool by eight bayonet
tube steam generators (SGs) immersed into the lead coolant. Two
independent totally passive decay heat removal systems connect
directly to the eight principal SGs to remove residual decay heat
after the loss of the primary heat removal by the secondary circuit.
A vertical cross-section of ALFRED is presented in Fig. 1.

All structures are conceived for being easily disassembled,
speeding up inspections and maintenance.

Lead aggressiveness and erosion phenomena are dominated by
fine controlling of coolant chemistry and flow velocity. The best
materials to be employed seem to be austenitic low-carbon steels
(e.g., AISI 316 L), ferritic–martensitic steels (e.g., T91), and
titanium steels. Moreover, protective coatings can be applied to
those materials, increasing their robustness. Because of lead’s high
melting point (327.4°C), the coolant “cold” temperature must be at
least 400°C to prevent local freezing. Coolant is not pressurized be-
cause the core voiding risk is very low (the partial pressure at 400°C
is 2.8E − 5 Pa while boiling point at 0.1Eþ 6 Pa is 1745°C); only a
few bars of inert gas are foreseen (to reduce the contact with the air,
and keep the oxygen concentration in coolant: such a control limits
the corrosion processes).

More constructive details about ALFRED can be found
in Ref. [9].

To reproduce neutron and gamma radiation fields in the position
the neutron flux instrumentation is foreseen to be employed,
ALFRED has been reproduced into the Monte Carlo code MCNPX
in a very detailed way, as to get significant values in terms of spectra
and magnitudes of both neutron and gamma fluxes. The simulation
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model is very complex: Currently, the MCNPX input deck of the
reactor reaches 50,000 lines in length, including all the structure
surrounding the core. For easiness of running the code, the reactor
pit cover has not been included as the main pumps immersed into
the lead coolant because those elements are quite far from the core
itself and their influences on neutron fluxes near the core may be
neglected.

High parallel computing (HPC) resources have been involved,
giving the authors the possibility to improve their previous results.
Calculations required running time of a single simulation in the
order of 300,000 h × core to get the accuracies as desired.

4 Available Neutron Instrumentation for
High-Temperature Environment

Small size cores (like ALFRED), usually use out-of-core
neutron detectors as control instrumentation because cores result
strongly coupled. In nuclear reactor kinetics, it means that a local
perturbation propagates all around; then a local effect has global
consequences. Paraphrasing to reactor control, in-core perturbation
can be easily revealed from out-of-core measurements. In-core
monitoring may be useful for providing data about power (and flux)
spatial distribution, as to optimize the fuel cycle.

This work focuses on both categories: some miniaturized sen-
sors designed for being installed into fuel-pin lattice are analyzed
along with normal-sized detectors for dedicated installation all
around the core. Only prompt detectors are taken into account,
while instrumentation usable for spatial flux shape analysis only
has been evaluated but not analyzed in detector response study
in Section 5.

The main drawback for instrumentation to be put into a fast
reactor environment is the temperature. Applicable technologies
for measuring the neutron flux are limited to some kinds of fission
chambers (FCs), and self-powered neutron detectors (SPNDs).

A FC behaves as an electrical condenser: an electrode (usually
the cathode) is coated with a thin layer of fissile deposit; when neu-
trons induce fission events, one of the fission fragments enters the
inert gas causing multiple ionization events. It is the starting point of

the whole charge creation process. The electron collection to the
anode originates a measurable electric signal.

SPNDs must be divided into two categories: beta-decay-based
SPNDs and prompt gamma-based SPNDs. For the first category,
the absorbed neutron produces a nuclide that emits an electron
while decaying; this electron has energy enough to overcome the
insulating material between the emitter and the collector electrode:
The collection of the beta particles produces the voltage pulse. It is
clear that magnitude and collection time of the measurable signal
are strongly related to the decay constant of the nuclide used.
Beta-decay-based SPNDs give only delayed responses. Vanadium
and rhodium SPNDs belong to this family.

Gamma-based SPNDs use prompt gamma ray de-excitation after
the neutron capture by a certain atom. The gamma ray (practically
concomitant with the capture event) may interact with insulator and
collector materials by photoelectric effect, Compton effect, and pair
production events, producing collectable electrons. Cobalt and
Hafnium SPNDs belong to this category. The fast response time
of the electric signal makes such detectors suitable for controlling
purposes.

FCs must be supplied with a few hundred volts, whereas SPNDs
do not need the supply voltage, making power and signal drivelines
in-and-out of the reactor vessel quite simple in comparison with
detectors that need some thousands of volts to work (e.g., BF3
or boron-lined proportional counters).

To improve chemical robustness against the coolant, detectors
could be coated with a protective layer for direct installing into lead.
However, the best solution seems to be the use of instrumentation
guide tubes to protect detectors from direct contact with the coolant,
making the handling/replacing/substitution easier as well as their
disposal at the end of life. The inert gas pressurization of lead is
not important for the selection of detectors. Tables 1 and 2 report
the neutron instrumentation currently available for SFR, which
could suit the monitoring needs for ALFRED.

Nuclear reactor neutron flux monitoring instrumentation is
usually operated in three different modes, namely pulsemode,mean
square voltage (MSV) mode, and current mode.

The pulse mode can be used with flux magnitudes up to
1Eþ 6 n=ðcm2sÞ, which corresponds often to zero-power condition
(or source range). This limit was calculated on the hypothesis that
the detector sensitivity is 1 cps=nv (taking into account that such a
low-neutron radiation field needs a detector sensitivity as high as
possible), and the sensor signal pulse width is significantly smaller
than 1 μs. Less sensitive instruments, e.g., 0.01 cps=nv, could
tolerate pulse mode till 1Eþ 8 n=ðcm2sÞ, but they could be too
“blind” for reactor safe monitoring and start-up. The neutron
counting needs to cut the pulses caused by background gammas;
therefore, detectors using high Q-value reactions for sensing neu-
trons are preferred.

With neutron flux from 1Eþ 6 n=ðcm2sÞ to 1Eþ 12 n=ðcm2sÞ,
the power is into the intermediate range and MSVmode is operated:
the discrimination of gammas background is based on quite
different charge releasing and pulse height between electric signals
produced by gammas and neutrons. SPNDs, however, cannot be
used in such a way.

From 1Eþ 12 n=ðcm2sÞ up to 1Eþ 16 n=ðcm2sÞ, which is
the reactor power range, the current mode is applied: the detector

Table 1 Reference data of the currently available FCs [13,14]
suitable for Demonstrator ALFRED

Supplier
Product
code

Thermal neutron sensitivity

Diameter
[mm]

Length
[mm]

Pulse
[cps=nv]

MSV
[A2Hz−1=nv]

Current
[A=nv]

Photonis CFUC06 1 4 × 10−26 2 × 10−13 48 412
Photonis CFUE32 0.001 4 × 10−29 1 × 10−16 7 150
Photonis CFUE43 - 3 × 10−31 7 × 10−17 7 85.5

Fig. 1 ALFRED vertical cross-section [9]
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behaves as a current-mode ion chamber, where a current constant
signal is retrieved (this method works only when the gamma back-
ground is negligible because gammas cannot be discriminated by
neutrons).

In ALFRED, the installation of detectors in proximity of the core
causes the neutron flux to be so high that detectors must be operated
directly in MSV (if possible) and current modes, according to the
power level. As a consequence, the study in Section 5 will show
sensitivity and detector response concerning such modes.

5 Application of the Methodology to ALFRED
The methodology described in Section 2 has been applied to the

ALFRED reactor, evaluating the capability of the selected instru-
mentation for neutron flux monitoring.

The study [7] has shown that power monitoring requires most of
all MSV and current modes for detector operation. Instrumentation
sensitivity and response have been actualized and updated to some
reactor positions suitable for installing detectors.

In previous works, two reference planes were considered, and
called “core mid-plane” and “nose plane,” each one provided with
six tally points for energy-averaged cross-section and neutron flux
calculation (Fig. 2, left). In this work, new installation points are
being considered with a less-invasive approach into the fuel, with-
out failing the neutron core monitoring needs. Two axial segments
are being considered (the core central pin—C points—and a reflec-
tor pin facing the active zone—R points), leaving the radial segment
only on nose plane—N points (Fig. 2, right). The detectors’ new
positioning has been inspired by the experience acquired with
Super-Phénix reactors [10–12].

In these positions, neutron and gamma fluxes have been calcu-
lated. Results are shown in Table 3. About neutrons, a more detailed
representation of neutron spectra in N1-N4 positions is given in
Fig. 4.

As can be easily foreseen, the magnitude of the neutron flux
reaches the higher values near the fuel active zone, points C1–C4
and R1–R4. Installation sites farther away, such as points N1–N4 on
the nose plane, experience the loss of an order of magnitude in
neutron flux if compared with previous points (Fig. 3).

About the neutron energy distribution, for brevity, only some
spectra will be presented, e.g., the comparison between the points
N1, N2, N3, N4 on the nose plane (Fig. 4), whose variations are
easier to understand at a glance. Indeed, spectra vary significantly
moving from one position to another, due to the distribution of
materials that cause absorption and scattering of neutrons.

As stated in previous works, the sensitivity of the instrumen-
tation may vary significantly (to two orders of magnitude) ac-
cording to the neutron spectra and peculiar shapes of the reaction
cross-sections corresponding to the sensitive materials of the
counters.

Among the instrumentation listed in Tables 1 and 2, only the
Photonis CFUE32 FC and KWD SPND 5503-Co-210 results will
be presented here. Figs. 5 and 6 show significant variations in
detector fast sensitivity Sð→ rÞjfast with position → r: Each de-
tector experiences improvements in sensitivity for out-of-core in-
stallation due to the reduction of the averaged energy of neutron
spectra and cross-section shapes that generally increase when
energy reduces.

Unfortunately, moving from the center of the core through the
edges, the flux magnitude pð→ rÞ decreases more strongly than
those sensitivity gains; therefore, detector responses globally reduce
moving away from the core center.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the detector responses in the current mode,
Rð→ rÞ, versus different positioning and three different reactor
power levels at 0.1%, 10%, and 100% of the nominal thermal
power. Even if signals are proportional, schematics of responses
at different power levels can help the operator in detectors’ selection
by comparison with constraints on response values.

About the Photonis CFUE32 FC, it must be noted that the
combination among pulse, MSV, and current modes makes the de-
tector operative—theoretically—from zero to the maximum power.
Electrical signals are strong enough to be considered as reliable.
Because of the high sensitivity, the counter is able to monitor a very
low neutron population but also suffers an excessive burnup when
power rises. If operated at nominal power, the counter could last
only a few months, as stated in previous works [7].

Thanks to the updated calculations in this work, new con-
straints about workability of the instrument showed up: (1) the

Fig. 2 Core plane and points investigated for calculating detectors’ fast sensitivities and responses in previous
works (left). New detector’s positioning for calculation in this work (right)

Table 2 Reference data of the currently available SPNDs [18,19] suitable for demonstrator ALFRED

Supplier Product code

Thermal neutron sensitivity

Emitter dimensions [mm] Overall dimensions [mm] Thermal burnup [%/month/nv]Current [A=nv]

KWD Instruments 5503-V-100 5.1 × 10−21 D ¼ 2; L ¼ 100 D ¼ 3.5 1.2 × 10−15
KWD Instruments 5503-Rh-50 8.7 × 10−21 D ¼ 0.7; L ¼ 50 D ¼ 2.5 3.9 × 10−14
KWD Instruments 5503-Co-210 5.4 × 10−21 D ¼ 2; L ¼ 210 D ¼ 3.7 1.0 × 10−14
ARi Industries V-type 1.54 × 10−21 D ¼ 0.5; L ¼ 200 D ¼ 1.5 1.3 × 10−15
ARi Industries Rh-type 2.4 × 10−20 D ¼ 0.5; L ¼ 200 D ¼ 1.5 2.3 × 10−14
ARi Industries Co-type 3.2 × 10−22 D ¼ 0.5; L ¼ 200 D ¼ 1.5 1.0 × 10−14
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maximum tolerable rate of free-in-air kerma stated by the manufac-
turer (∼3 Gy=s [13,14]) makes the detector operable till 300 kWth
and (2) gamma interferences in the current mode have to be evalu-
ated very carefully because of the instrument sensitivity to gamma
radiation. This issue is critical for installations near the fuel active
zone because gamma interferences are negligible some meters away
from the core, e.g., on nose plane points or outside the reactor
vessel.

It is clear that typical miniaturized FCs (activated by 235U) could
be useful in monitoring the start-up and the lower section of the

Fig. 4 Neutron flux spectra comparison of N1–N4 “nose
plane” points. The averaged energy of the spectrum var-
ies significantly due to scattering and absorber materials

Table 3 Neutron and gamma fluxes specification in positions suitable for installing neutron detectors

Neutron flux ½n=ðcm2sÞ�
@ 300 MWth

Averaged energy
[keV]

Thermal
(<0.2 eV)

Epithermal
(>0.2 eV, <0.1 keV)

Fast
(>0.1 keV)

N1 2.47Eþ 14 (�1%) 26 0.08% 18.91% 81.01%
N2 1.47Eþ 15 (�1%) 50 0.02% 14.35% 85.62%
N3 2.88Eþ 14 (�1%) 16 0.21% 28.50% 71.29%
N4 1.33Eþ 14 (�2%) 13 0.26% 32.60% 67.15%
C1 3.10Eþ 15 (�0.3%) 150 0.00% 0.90% 99.10%
C2 3.71Eþ 15 (�0.3%) 150 0.00% 0.73% 99.27%
C3 3.21Eþ 15 (�0.4%) 150 0.00% 0.93% 99.07%
C4 2.88Eþ 14 (�1%) 16 0.21% 28.50% 71.29%
R1 7.00Eþ 14 (�0.8%) 70 0.01% 5.35% 94.64%
R2 7.55Eþ 14 (�1%) 120 0.00% 5.06% 94.93%
R3 6.15Eþ 14 (�1%) 120 0.01% 5.43% 94.56%
R4 2.73Eþ 14 (�0.8%) 33 0.10% 18.53% 81.38%

Neutron flux ½n=ðcm2sÞ�
@ 300 MWth

Gamma flux ½γ=ðcm2sÞ�
@ 300 MWth

Averaged γ energy
[keV]

Air kerma free-in-air rate
[Gy=s] @ 300 MWth γ=n flux rates

N1 2.47Eþ 14 (�1%) 1.65Eþ 12 (�18%) 950 5.5(�13%) 0.0067
N2 1.47Eþ 15 (�1%) 1.38Eþ 12 (�9%) 1450 14(�18%) 0.0009
N3 2.88Eþ 14 (�1%) 1.29Eþ 12 (�15%) 1250 8.3(�14%) 0.0039
N4 1.33Eþ 14 (�2%) 3.62Eþ 12 (�12%) 900 26.4(�22%) 0.0272
C1 3.10Eþ 15 (�0.3%) 4.23Eþ 14 (�2%) 500 1457(�6%) 0.1365
C2 3.71Eþ 15 (�0.3%) 5.40Eþ 14 (�2%) 450 1767(�6%) 0.1456
C3 3.21Eþ 15 (�0.4%) 4.70Eþ 14 (�4%) 500 1536(�7%) 0.1464
C4 2.88Eþ 14 (�1%) 1.64Eþ 13 (�4%) 900 93(�6%) 0.0569
R1 7.00Eþ 14 (�0.8%) 1.39Eþ 14 (�8%) 500 438(�12%) 0.1986
R2 7.55Eþ 14 (�1%) 1.42Eþ 14 (�5%) 600 566(�16%) 0.1881
R3 6.15Eþ 14 (�1%) 1.59Eþ 14 (�18%) 450 472(�13%) 0.2585
R4 2.73Eþ 14 (�0.8%) 4.21Eþ 12 (�8%) 900 22.2(�12%) 0.0154

Fig. 3 Neutron flux magnitude trend in positions suitable
for installing neutron detectors

Fig. 5 Photonis CFUE32 FC current mode sensitivity
in the positions studied in demonstrator ALFRED
(uncertainty <1%)
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intermediate range of reactor power (till 300 kWth in ALFRED).
When such a maximum power is reached, FCs must be driven away
from the core and placed in rest positions or for monitoring new
points far from the active zone, e.g., in the rear of the heat exchang-
ers, using those objects as shielding.

About KWD SPND 5503-Co-210, in previous works [7], the
author showed that the operation of those instruments requires
a neutron population of some MW in magnitude to get neutron
fluxes sufficient to produce reliable outcoming signals. Its sensitiv-
ity, some decades lower than Photonis CFUE32 FC, ensures the
possibility of a fixed installation in the fuel element lattice, enabling
the operation of detectors only when a certain minimum power is
reached. The durability of this sensor is less critical than in uranium
FCs, as the burnup rate is significantly lower, i.e., burnup at 1% per
year at full power.

In this work, the gamma field was characterized throughout
free-in-air kerma (doses are reported in Table 3) as a primary evalu-
ation for analyzing the gamma contribution to the sensors’ signals.
This aspect is being studied and an extensive treatment will be
included in the continuation of this work. Qualitatively, it can be
stated that this issue is critical with the sensor installed into the core
active zone, where gamma flux intensities and averaged energies
find their maxima. Installation points into the reflector surrounding
the core suffer this issue slightly. Points on the nose plane are pro-
tected from the gamma radiation interference due to the lead plenum
above the active zone of the reactor core.

It must also be noted, however, that the studied instrument has
very little quantity of sensitive material: a larger volume of emitter
can be introduced into the sensor if more sensitivity is needed. It
must be noted, however, that a detector’s sensitivity is not propor-
tional to the increase in sensitive material because geometrical
considerations have to be taken into account.

At this stage of the work, prompt SPNDs seem to be very prom-
ising as in-core instrumentation for neutron-flux control purposes in
the power range.

6 Proposal for New Detector Designs for Customized
Application in LFR

This work shows that FCs are sensitive enough to follow the
start-up and the intermediate range of the reactor power properly,
keeping detector workability for some years or more. Variations
of FC sensitivity cannot resolve the durability issue of these instru-
ments, which in no way can be used for continuous monitoring of
the power range in core proximity.

FCs can be optimized in design and operation for low/intermedi-
ate power monitoring, customizing sensitivity and signal-to-noise
ratio decade per decade, by controlling some important parameters
of the instrument. One of the main drawbacks is the increasing
leakage current coming through the insulator material when the
temperature rises; an artificial diamond can ensure better electrical
resistivity in comparison with the commonly used alumina. Fissile
consumption and fission product buildup are two detrimental effects
that increase with neutron fluence of the instrument. The first effect
can be compensated with a self-breeding FC, where burned fissile
atoms can be replaced with fissile production by neutron capture on
fertile material. Fission product buildup can only increase with
fluence: a perspective could be the washing of the inert gas into
the instrument by a venting channel to mitigate the negative effects

Fig. 6 KWD 5503-Co-210 SPND current mode sensitivity
in the positions studied in demonstrator ALFRED
(uncertainty <1%)

Fig. 7 Photonis CFUE32 FC current mode response in the
positions studied in demonstrator ALFRED (uncertainty
<5%)

Fig. 8 KWD 5503-Co-210 SPND current mode response
in the positions studied in demonstrator ALFRED
(uncertainty <5%)
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of the radioactive fission fragments. Moreover, a venting channel
could be useful for changing the working gas pressure of the
detector, optimizing this value according to the specific needs of
the operated mode (pulse, MSV, or current modes).

Different possibilities are envisaged for a new layout of FCs,
even if this customization may be not so necessary for instrumen-
tation for full power monitoring.

SPNDs can be used successfully to overcome FCs drawbacks
in full power monitoring: they are simple, sensitive enough to
detect neutron fluxes in the power range, and robust enough to last
a few years in reactor full power conditions. Therefore, prompt
SPNDs can have a key role into LFR core neutron flux monitoring
and control.

Usually, SPNDs are used for in-core monitoring purposes to
retrieve neutron flux shape information both axially and radially,
but such information is not relevant to reactor safety; therefore, de-
layed responses by the instruments are accepted (this is the field
of application of rhodium and vanadium SPNDs, the most used).
Prompt SPND like cobalt SPNDs are not so used and hence their
evolution experiences a steady state.

Hereafter, new perspectives for cobalt SPNDs (or more generally
prompt-SPNDs) are proposed to customize this kind of detector for
the LFR environment. As shown above, the studied instrument suc-
ceeds in full power continuous monitoring, but stronger response by
the instrument could be more reliable and easy to retrieve. This goal
is reachable by adding sensitive material to the instrument because
the electric signal strength depends on the number of capture reac-
tion only; alternatively, some instruments can be electrically put in
parallel for collecting currents greater in magnitude. An assembly
design for SPNDs could be useful for driving activation probes, and
calibrating periodically the detector. Moreover, the assembly design
could behave better in reliability analysis because it is more difficult
that all parallel detectors fail simultaneously.

SPNDs are originally nonradioactive because they become
radioactive only when exposed to a neutron flux. It means that de-
tector construction is pretty easy because no radioactive manipula-
tion is needed, as with FCs, which do imply the manipulation of
alpha emitters. This peculiarity makes SPNDs cheap and fast to
be manufactured, allowing the installation of more sensors in a sin-
gle batch and their substitution after irradiation not so expensive.

7 Conclusion and Future Developments
The simulations conducted in this study show that the LFR

demonstrator, ALFRED, can be supplied with some kind of FCs
and SPNDs currently available as in-core control instrumentation,
but those detectors could be not completely suitable for this kind of
reactor.

Improvements can be made in detector designs to customize sen-
sitivities, as requested by neutron monitoring needs of the peculiar
reactor.

FCs seem to be the best and unique solution for monitoring the
reactor power at the lower decades of neutron flux, i.e., at start-up
and intermediate range. Because of their removal when a certain
power is reached (to preserve the integrity of the instruments), han-
dling devices must be studied and included into the reactor design,
maybe with some guide tubes dedicated for neutron detectors.

SPNDs seem to be the best compromise for monitoring the
higher decades of neutron flux, i.e. when reactor is operated at
power range. They can be installed in a fixed configuration and used
only when the neutron population becomes sufficient to produce
reliable signals. Gamma interferences must be evaluated carefully
in positions inside the core active zone. Different materials, with
lower sensitivity to the gamma radiation, can be evaluated.

Although FCs were experimented in SFR fast fluxes in the
1970s [15], prompt SPNDs seem to have no concrete irradiation
experience in such an environment.

Due to the lack of R&D about prompt SPNDs, some significant
improvements are envisaged: because of that, those detectors will be

the focus of the future steps of this work. In order to optimize the
SPND design by MCNPX, some experimental tests of commercial
SPNDs carried out at the ENEATAPIRO Fast Reactor facility [16]
have been reconstructed into the Monte Carlo code. The successful
reproduction of the experimental results validates the simulation
model for those instruments, elevating MCNPX as a design tool.
Future developments will include an extensive study on SPND
modifications; new designs of custom-made prompt SPND could
be prototyped and new tests scheduled.
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Nomenclature
C‘i’ = measurement point ‘i’ on core central axial

traverse referring Fig. 2
cps = count per second [s−1]
E = Energy [MeV]

ESCFð→ rÞ = local Energy Spectrum Correction Factor [-]
fast = fast, referring to fast neutron
Gy = Gray [J=kg], absorbed dose or kerma unit

measurement
h × core = computational power [hour·core]

n = neutrons
nv = neutron flux, equivalent to pð→ rÞ

N‘i’ = measurement point ‘i’ on nose plane radial traverse
referring Fig. 2

pð→ rÞ = neutron flux magnitude factor [n=ðcm2 · sÞ]
→ r = vector for position

Rð→ rÞ = local detector response [A2=Hz] or [A]
R‘i’ = measurement point ‘i’ on reflector axial traverse

referring Fig. 2
Sð→ rÞ = local detector sensitivity [A2=ðHz · nvÞ] or [A=nv]

T = temperature [°C] or [K]
th = thermal, referring to thermal power

thermal = thermal, referring to thermal neutron
y = year

φðE;→ rÞ = local neutron flux per unit energy [n=ðcm2 · s · EÞ]
ψðEÞ = neutron flux energy spectrum shape factor [1/E]
σiðEÞ = microscopic cross-section of reaction i used by

detector [barn]
σ̄ið→ rÞ = energy-averaged local cross-section of reaction i

used by detector [barn]
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